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Software for remote print management RC_TSjet_8

basic technical specifications

- Number of controlled printers: 8 (expandable)
- Computer HW requirements: PC standard computer, Pentium or higher
- Operating system: Windows ME or higher

Instant overview of the state of all connected TSjet printing systems.
Detection of manual operator intervention on any TSjet printing system's touch screen.
Independent control and management of each connected TSjet printing system.
Friendly graphical interface with intuitive control.
Easy to learn, quickly to operate.

Central remote printing control – quickly and easy

Full control of printing and marking:

- Remote management and control of up to eight TSjet industrial printers in local LAN network (expandable)
- Easy modification for wireless 802.11 (WiFi)
- Controll of all functions of the TSjet printing system
- Loading of print data into the TSjet system by simply selecting files from the computer with data preview
- Feedback of printer status and local operator intervention
- System independently controlable from computer and from touch screen of each printer simultaneously
- Both remote computer control and manual printer control can be synchronized
- Immediate operational changing of print patterns from PC
- Immediate operational setting of printing parameters including the date input and print resolution
- Independent start and stop printing of any connected TSjet printing systems
- Full language localization according to customer requirements including Cyrillic and Arabic
- Use of standardized components for LAN communication
- Can be supplied including industrial PC with touch screen
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